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Zitat von DD51

Hi, bei Tuni klappt nicht weil das Board kein EFI hat.

Creator of TINU here, i just want to explain to the commiunity, using this thread as an
opportunity to do so, that the fact that TINU doesn't create the EFI folder is by design, TINU is
intended to let users to more comfortably create an installer and not serve them the "pre-
cooked meal", like other tools does. You need to learn how to hackintosh by yourself and not
have a tool do all the job for you, because the one purpose, hackintosh is officially made for, is
just learning. That's why TINU does not make EFI folders, i have just added the possibility to
have the tool install your existing EFI folder if you already have it, but really i don't want
something more in that reguard, or it will diesncourage learning about hackintoshing which is
very bad.

Also I don't want my tool to fall into the same trap as tony mac's beast tools are, which just
created a cloud of ignorance and missconceptions around them, so i just want to give users a
good tool to autmate and manage the basic installer creation process with some added
features and extra little tools bundled (like the EFI partition mounter) and finally have some
utility, which is usefoul for hackintoshing, which is localized in their own language (which TINU
is about to do in the next release), but not really anything more towards provviding ready-to-
use hackintosh-specific material unless it's really needed.

That's a sommary of my point of view, that said, I have nothing against you DD51 or this
particular discussion, I just wanted to have the opportunity to explain this to the commiunity,
and I hope that the people in this forum can understand and possibly share my point of view.

I'd also like to invite some people like the moderators/admins to read this, since they have
been supporters of my tool for quite some time now.
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